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Abstract

The motivation for this Special Issue is increasing concern not only with academic misconduct but also with less easily defined forms of misrepresentation and gaming. In an era of intense emphasis on measuring academic performance, there has been a proliferation of scandals, questionable behaviors and devious stratagems involving not just individuals but also organizations, including universities, editors and reviewers, journal publishers, and conference organizers. This introduction first reviews the literature on the prevalence of academic misconduct, misrepresentation and gaming (MMG). The core of the article is organized around a life-cycle model of the production and dissemination of research results. We synthesize the findings in the MMG literature at the level of the investigator or research team, emphasizing that misbehavior extends well beyond fabrication and falsification to include behaviors designed to exaggerate or to mislead readers as to the significance of research findings. MMG is next explored in the post-research review, publication, and post-publication realms. Moving from the individual researcher to the organizational level, we examine how MMG can be engaged in by either journals or organizations employing or funding the researchers. The changing institutional environment including the growth of research assessment exercises, increased quantitative output measurement and greater pressure to publish may all encourage MMG. In the final section, we summarize the main conclusions and offer suggestions both on how we might best address the problems and on topics for future research.
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1. Introduction

The motivation for this Special Issue is increasing concern with academic misconduct (and perhaps also a growing incidence of misconduct) along with a broadening of that concern to include less easily defined forms of misrepresentation and gaming. The sheer enormity, diversity, and complexity of the academic research enterprise ensure that any overview of academic misconduct, misrepresentation and gaming (MMG), however long, may struggle to capture all the facets of the issue. Academic MMG has an extensive history (Merton, 1973; Steneck, 1994). Indeed, as Merton, (1973, p.323) pointed out in his discussion of the importance of priority, the science system itself is potentially pathogenic given the high premium placed on originality and the difficulty of producing careful, original research. He also warned of the gaming that was bound to emerge around metrics indicators due to “goal displacement” (Csiszar, 2019). In recent years, besides clearly forbidden forms of misconduct (particularly fabrication, falsification, and plagiarism), we have witnessed a proliferation of other forms of gaming of the academic system, some serious enough to be considered as detrimental research practices or even as formal misconduct, while other liminal practices are raising concerns but also provoking disagreement about whether they constitute inappropriate behavior or not (cf. Mohliver, 2018). Should one view these new questionable practices as isolated developments or instead as symptoms of an ongoing and long-term expansion of misconduct beyond the traditional focus on fabrication, falsification, and plagiarism? Are increasing pressures for improved performance and a belief that performance can and should be measured through easily applied metrics (Edwards and Roy, 2017) creating incentives to push the boundaries of what is acceptable behavior in order to secure grants, publish in leading journals and secure more citations (Bedeian et al., 2010)? Is science itself suffering, particularly in fields such as the biomedical sciences where the rewards are especially large due to commercial opportunities and interests, but where the risks of dubious research results are also great in terms of potential patient harm (Ioannidis, 2012)?
Technological change has opened up new opportunities for misconduct and gaming. For example, manipulating figures, selectively mining data and copying other author’s texts are all greatly facilitated by software tools. In the pre-computer era, researchers had to copy and manipulate by hand. Now, cheap and simple digital tools offer more sophisticated and productive ways of gaming the system, making it trivially easy to recycle large blocks of text (yours or someone else’s) to increase the rate of article production. Similarly, digital technologies greatly facilitate the methods for falsifying or misrepresenting results. For example, with the diffusion of Photoshop and similar tools, Western blots can be altered to fit desired research results, such as adding bands as needed, and even recycling the same blots in different articles to support different claims. The result is the accelerated production of fraudulent papers. If in the past fraud was artisanal, new digital tools are almost turning it into a routine or automated process (Biagioli, 2019). Hence, technological developments as well as changes in the governance, metrics of evaluation, and resource environment of science may all be contributing to increasing opportunistic if not devious behavior among researchers.

This Special Issue solicited articles dealing with any issue in the broad area of academic misconduct (for a recent review, see Macfarlane et al., 2014) or what might be termed ‘academic misrepresentation’ – i.e. new professional practices that many academics would see as unethical but which have not as yet been (and indeed may never be) categorized as misconduct (see the discussion in Jeremy Hall and Ben Martin, this issue). In an era characterized by an emphasis on measuring academic performance, there has been a proliferation of scandals, questionable behaviors and devious stratagems involving not only individuals but also organizations, whether it be universities ‘fine-tuning’ data to score well on global university rankings, or editors and reviewers engaging in coercive citation and other abuses, or journal publishers creating so-called

---

1 At the same time, detecting such misbehaviors has been facilitated by computers, such as plagiarism detection software and statistical techniques that track unlikely results, raising the possibility that some of the increased attention is simply a result of the enhanced ability to spot violations or of the ready availability of internet avenues to ‘name and shame’ those caught.
‘predatory’ or ‘pseudo’ journals, or conference organizers offering ‘pay-to-play’ conferences and guaranteed publication of the presenters’ abstracts. Given the importance for the research community of confidence and trust in the academic system, it is remarkable that there have not been more studies exploring the scale of MMG and the rapidity with which such practices are evolving.

Literature on scientific fraud has often previously focused on individual high-profile cases (Broad et al., 1983; Kevles, 2000; Reich 2009). Things may be changing, however, following the introduction of performance metrics and research assessment exercises. What we are apparently witnessing now is far more metrics-oriented misconduct or questionable behavior aimed not so much at producing a high-profile publication but rather at incrementally increasing an individual’s or organization’s reputation, for example, through self-citation or departmental faculty members citing each other, sometimes with the connivance of their university managers. Individually, these may represent relatively minor transgressions, but in aggregate they could create significant advantage for some to the disadvantage of others.

Traditional definitions of misconduct focus on activities relating to the production of a publication, namely fabrication, falsification and plagiarism (Martin, 2007; NAS, 2017). However, there are also ‘pre-production’ forms of misconduct, such as the pirating of grant applications. In addition, there is considerable ‘post-production’ misconduct and misrepresentation focused not on the production of a publication but on the maximization of its impact and its metrics footprint (Biagioli, 2016). To organize our discussion of this wide-ranging set of deviant behaviors, we employ a life-cycle model of research.

We begin in Section 2 with a review of the literature on the prevalence of MMG. In Section 3, we examine where MMG at the level of the investigator or research team might occur at different stages in the life-cycle of the production and dissemination of research results. The enumeration of such behaviors extends far beyond fabrication and falsification (i.e. clearly false research findings) to include behaviors designed to exaggerate or even mislead readers as to the
significance of research findings. We then examine the review and publication process as well as post-publication gaming. In Section 4, we shift the focus from the individual researcher to the organizational level, and examine how misconduct and gaming may be practiced by journals or by organizations employing or funding the researcher. In Section 5, we consider how the changing institutional environment characterized by performance metrics, research assessment exercises and ever greater pressures to publish may be affecting MMG. In Section 6, we discuss MMG detection, enforcement, and potential remedies. The final section summarizes the main conclusions, including suggestions on how to reduce the level of MMG and opportunities for further research.

2. How Common Are These Practices?

There have been various recent studies attempting to measure the rates of MMG (e.g. Fong and Wilhite, 2017). While recognizing the inherent limitations of such research, these studies provide some context on the types and incidence of various forms of MMG, as well as clues to the causes or possible interventions. For example, several studies have documented the rapid increase in the number of retracted papers over recent decades. In a study of what they term an “ongoing retraction epidemic”, Fang et al. (2012, p.17028) found that for 2,047 biomedical retractions 67% were for reasons related to academic misconduct. Moreover, “the percentage of scientific articles retracted because of fraud has increased ∼10-fold since 1975”. Using reports of misconduct, the NSF Inspector General found in 2013 that over the prior 10 years the office had observed a tripling of allegations received per year, with a concomitant increase in the number of findings of misconduct (Lerner, 2013).

One strategy to track MMG uses survey methods to ask about self-reported or ‘observed’ misconduct, misrepresentation or gaming. For example, Martinson et al. (2005), in a survey of NIH-funded researchers, found about one third self-reported engaging in at least one form of

---

2 Van Noorden (2011) also reported a 10-fold increase in retractions over the first decade of the 21st Century.
misconduct or detrimental research practice. They argued that the prevalence of such behavior suggests the need to move beyond individualist explanations and interventions and to focus on the broader systemic factors influencing scientific research practices, an issue discussed in detail by Hall and Martin (this issue). Similarly, Bergh et al. (2017) surveyed management scholars about their rates of engaging in misconduct and detrimental research practices. They find that self-reported fabrication is quite rare (less than 1%). However, 11% claim to have rounded off p values, and one-third reported selectively excluding data or including control variables to find statistically significant results. About half of the respondents state that they selectively reported hypotheses or engaged in HARKing (hypothesizing after the results are known – Kerr, 1998). A meta-analysis by Fanelli (2009) shows about 2% of respondents confessed to engaging in serious misconduct and about one-third to engaging in other detrimental research practices. However, as Fanelli notes, given the sensitive nature of this topic, intrusive research methods such as surveys are likely to substantially under-estimate the scale of the problem.

Studies based on self-reports suggest that outright fabrication may be rare, but that a whole range of research practices that might affect the research results (and perhaps their placement in high profile journals) are not uncommon. In contrast, data based on second-hand knowledge suggests that such practices are comparatively widespread (Bedeian et al., 2010). Indirect experience with misconduct and misrepresentation may then affect one’s willingness to engage in such behaviors, partly because they become normalized and partly because failing to do so may be seen as putting oneself at a significant competitive disadvantage.

---

3 In this section, we sometimes refer to ‘detrimental research practices’ (as distinct from ‘misconduct’), since this term has often been used in previous literature. However, in the rest of this article, we tend to adopt the term ‘academic misrepresentation’.

4 This is supported by a recent survey of biostatisticians, with around a quarter reporting that they had been requested by investigators in the studies in which they had been involved to engage in various forms of “inappropriate analysis and reporting”, such as “removing or altering some data records to better support the research hypothesis” (24%) and “not reporting the presence of key missing data that might bias the results” (24%) (Wang et al., 2018).
Because of the limitations of the evidence provided by retractions or self-reported misconduct, a few studies attempt to measure misconduct or misrepresentation using analyses of the publications themselves. For example, using plagiarism detection software Honig and Bedi (2012) find 25% of papers accepted at the Academy of Management’s International Management division had some evidence of plagiarism, with 14% exhibiting substantial plagiarism. Lewellyn et al. (2017) report that 34% of papers submitted to the Academy of Management IM section violated the rule against republishing or self-plagiarism. Park et al. (2017) conclude that about 20% of results in the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) materials science database are statistically unlikely, although they are careful not to attribute causes or motives. Bergh et al. (2017) attempted to reproduce the findings from papers in Strategic Management Journal. They observe that about 70% of papers did not provide sufficient data to reproduce the findings, while for cases where replication was possible, about one-third had statistically significant hypothesis tests that could not be reproduced. Although there are some disagreements about the meaning and causes of the irreproducibility of research, there is considerable evidence of detrimental research practices and of journal articles consequently having significant problems in their results.

One potential cause of deviant behaviors is disagreement about whether such behaviors are actually inappropriate (Lewellyn et al. 2017; Mohliver, 2018). Banks et al. (2015) conducted surveys of management scholars to gauge their views on various detrimental or questionable research practices. For many of those practices, a significant minority disagreed with the statement that the particular behavior was inappropriate. For example, 13% disagreed that rounding down the p-value of a significance test was inappropriate; 23% disagreed that selectively reporting hypotheses on the basis of whether they were statistically significant was inappropriate; 21% disagreed that excluding data after looking at the impact of doing so on the results was inappropriate; and 25% disagreed that HARKing was inappropriate. In fact, some of
the increased scrutiny of findings in fields such as social psychology may derive from a shift in norms about the uses of statistical testing and data exploration (Bartlett, 2018).

While some might view such behaviors as harmless polishing of results, Simmons et al. (2011) show how susceptible research findings are to such practices. They use the term “researcher degrees of freedom” to describe the various decisions that researchers make about measures, sample sizes, models, outliers, variable transformations, etc. The disagreements described above regarding the appropriateness of particular behaviors suggest that drawing a clear line between acceptable and unacceptable practices may be impossible to do in a systematic fashion. Calls for more standards and stricter enforcement tend to emphasize an absolutist standard, but as the National Academy of Sciences (2017) points out, operationalizing such definitions can prove difficult. Discussions in the sociology of science echo this skepticism about the ability to draw clear distinctions between whether something was ‘misconduct’ or only a ‘detrimental research practice’, or maybe even an ‘honest mistake’ (Zuckerman, 1988; Hackett, 1994; Butler et al., 2017; Hall and Martin, this issue).

The term ‘epistemic risk’ has been used by Biddle (2018) to discuss the ways in which the exercise of researcher degrees of freedom can change the likelihood of either rejecting or failing to reject a null hypothesis. For example, when estimating the toxicity of GMOs on rats, is a 90-day observation cycle sufficient, or is a 2-year cycle more appropriate? Furthermore, Biddle argues that interested scientists (especially in cases of research related to industry regulation) can produce seemingly objective results in support of their interests by being ‘strategic’ in exercising these researcher degrees of freedom.

3. The Life Cycle of Research Misconduct, Misrepresentation and Gaming

3.1 Stage 1: The Research Process

We begin with a discussion of misconduct and misrepresentation occurring during the research process. The most obvious example is fabrication of data, material evidence, and
research results. Such fabrications have a long history, including famous scientific frauds such as Piltdown Man (Oakley and Weiner, 1955). In recent high-profile cases, researchers have been caught fabricating results in numerous papers. Jan Hendrik Schön, Yoshihiro Sato and Diederick Stapel are examples, spanning physics, biomedical research, and social psychology. While such cases are dramatic, these are probably best understood as significant individual pathologies, although, as John Walsh, You-Na Lee and Li Tang (this issue) point out, this does raise the question of what aspects of the collaborations allowed such widespread fabrications to escape detection by the co-authors involved in many of the fabricated papers (see also Beasley et al., 2002). In the case of Paolo Macchiarini discussed by Berggren and Karabag (this issue), the numerous co-authors involved were apparently unaware of how the data in their articles was produced. The spatial organization of research may be a factor. Fraud seems to be only a minor worry in a field like particle physics, where scientists work together in close proximity at the same facility, taking turns at operating the same equipment. The problems exemplified by the Macchiarini case are unlikely to emerge in a research context where the tightness of the collaboration produces close mutual supervision.

Another form of serious misconduct is falsification. Here, however, the lines between acceptable and unacceptable behavior begin to blur. As noted above, practices such as selectively reporting results or trimming outliers are common and things that at least a substantial minority of researchers feel can be appropriate (Banks et al., 2015). One might view this through the lens of deception: is the activity designed to more clearly see a result, or to create a result that is not really there? Alternatively, are the scientists aware of the decision points in their research and actively making a choice in such a way as to reduce epistemic risk, or are they instead choosing to maximize the chances of publication, especially in high-impact journals (Bergh et al., 2017)? More worrying but relatively common is that researchers may fail to report experiments yielding results not in keeping with their hypotheses (with particularly adverse potential effects in the case of drug or pesticide trials). The decision not to report research results is even more serious
when the reason is that the research sponsor (often a commercial entity) discourages reporting because it might cause that sponsor financial harm (Salandra, 2018).

While outright data falsification is clearly a serious violation of ethics, somewhat short of this are a range of activities aimed at ‘puffing up’ results to increase their impact such as p-hacking and HARKing. Simmons et al. (2011) give four examples where, taking advantage of ‘researcher degrees of freedom’, those involved may engage in practices that might help puff up a result, increasing its significance. A researcher could have two or more measures of the dependent variable, and report only on the one that ‘worked’. A researcher could collect the data, and test for significant effects, and if they are not found, increase the sample size and test again, stopping when there is ‘enough data to see the effect’. The researcher could also include or drop control variables, keeping those in the model that make the hypothesized effect significant. The researcher may also make choices about including certain interaction terms. As noted above, there is disagreement whether such behaviors are detrimental, or whether this is how good science is done. While each of these choices may seem minor and may be made with good reason, they can have the unintended (or perhaps intended?) effect of dramatically increasing the rates of false positives, especially when based on information from the given dataset (for example, testing for significance and then, if none is found, increasing the sample size and testing again). Simulations of experimental psychology results show that what may seem like innocuous choices can substantially increase the rates of false positives. Using an alpha of .05, Simmons et al. (2011) find some 10% of results in their simulation were false positives, with even higher rates of false positives (over 60%) when the various methodological decisions are combined. Yet such practices may be quite common. Some of the findings that cannot be replicated, and which may result in retractions, might be attributed to ‘errors’, with the implication that the authors lacked intent, and therefore culpability. However, as Zuckerman (1988) points out, failure to carefully check one’s work and to replicate it in-house before publication can shift such errors from being ‘reputable’ to ‘disreputable’ errors.
At the same time, one could argue that error (or even undetected malfeasance by a collaborator) may sometimes be a rational action for a productivity- and reputation-seeking scientist. The incentives for rapid publication may be so great that they overwhelm the more cautious strategy of double-checking experimental results to ensure accuracy. Indeed, such care may not be a rational strategy in the face of severe scientific competition, the potential rewards garnered by success, and the severe possible consequences of ‘failure’ (e.g. failing to publish first). The variety and complexity of misconduct and misrepresentation suggest that addressing them must be tailored to understanding complex and sometime contradictory incentives to which the various actors are subject, including not only researchers but also universities and other research organizations, journals, and funding agencies.

3.2 Stage 2: The Review Process

Several studies have examined misconduct by referees during the peer review process (Frey, 2003; Shibayama and Baba, 2015; Bergh et al., 2017; De Silva and Vance, 2017). Peer review is predicated upon the assumption that researchers in the field of the submission are best able to judge its quality. Referees are usually uncompensated, undertaking reviews as part of their academic duty. There is a continuing concern about whether this is the best system for determining the quality and importance of the reported scientific research (Lee et al., 2013). Unfortunately, peer review also provides opportunities for gaming or fraud. Some studies have shown that peer review can be swayed by positive bias due to mentorship networks (Colussi 2018), or that referees may be unfairly harsh when reviewing their competitors (De Silva and Vance, 2017). A referee asking for an additional experiment, or for re-analyses with different controls to test the robustness, may be viewed as trying to ensure the quality of the published literature, including investigating any possible puffing-up or devious use of the researcher degrees of freedom. At the same time, it is possible that the referee is retarding the publication of

5 We thank Richard Freeman for this suggestion.
a rival’s paper, while working on their own publication on that topic. Given that competitors are likely to be chosen as reviewers based on their familiarity with the research topic, such conflicts of interest may be common, and unlikely to be detected. Another reviewing-related behavior involves requesting the author cite the referee’s papers. While editors have some ability to limit such demands, such requests can often appear reasonable given the common research interests. At the same time, such requests can increase the citation counts for the referee – something that is crucially important in an increasingly metricized academic performance regime, an issue to which we return later. Reviewer misconduct in its various guises is sufficiently widespread for it to even have an internet meme, ‘the Reviewer 2 problem’.6

Such behavior can move from unethically delaying rivals to inducing detrimental research practices. To estimate the frequency of these problems, Bergh et al. (2017) surveyed management researchers as to whether they had been encouraged (or instructed) to engage in detrimental practices by a reviewer or editor. They find only 1% of respondents had been asked to ‘round off’ a p-value (and none had been asked to falsify data). However, 40% reported they had been asked to selectively report a hypothesis, 33% to HARK, 14% to selectively include control variables, and 10% to exclude data post hoc. Bergh et al. argue that one possible motivation for such practices is to increase the impact of the published paper, and thus the ranking of the journal (see below).

This raises the question of why authors might comply with such requests. Frey (2003) argues that the current review system, at least in economics, gives referees near veto power over publication in top journals, forcing authors with a strong need for publication, especially young scholars, to engage in what he refers to as ‘academic prostitution’, i.e. being forced to modify the article or its results against one’s better judgement in order to satisfy the reviewer’s demands. Since referees have no direct stake in the outcome of the submission, they are free to express

6 See e.g. https://www.facebook.com/groups/reviewer2/ (accessed 1 October 2018).
their individual preferences with regard to topic, method and style, possibly resulting in papers that are significantly distorted from the author’s original intent. Bergh et al.’s (2017) findings suggest that such behavior by reviewers is far from rare.

Shibayama and Baba (2015) use the term “dishonest conformity” to describe authors revising a paper to satisfy referees against the authors’ own scientific judgement. In other words, the authors are exercising their researcher degrees of freedom, but in ways they themselves feel distort the results. Shibayama and Baba surveyed Japanese life scientists about a recent paper receiving a ‘Revise and resubmit’. They find that 48% reported they had had been asked to engage in research practices against their better judgement and 63% of those engaged in dishonest conformity (i.e. ‘academic prostitution’). Moreover, 55% felt that the reviewers’ suggestions either made no scientific difference (40%) or actually had a negative effect on the paper (15%). Yet even among those who felt the reviewer’s comments had a negative effect on the paper, 47% still complied. Moreover, dishonest conformity is higher in basic fields than applied ones, greater when the author has more competitors, is of lower rank or has fewer citations, or when the paper is in a lower impact journal. As far as we are aware, there are no systematic data on the impact of such coercive reviewing on the validity of scientific findings, but the available evidence suggests that substantial distortions in the scientific record may be produced in this way.

An especially insidious form of reviewer misconduct involves grant reviewing. Here, referees have the ability to read the details of a proposed study, deny funding, then appropriate the idea, conduct similar research and publish before the original proposal can obtain funding in a subsequent round. The plagiarism of grant proposals is particularly hard to uncover because the reviewer lifts ideas rather than an extensive body of text, thus making plagiarism software unlikely to detect similarities between the original proposal and the plagiarized one. Additionally, grant proposals are typically held in closed databases and thus beyond the reach of the plagiarism software (Biagioli, 2012). This form of misconduct is particularly damaging to
young researchers who are more grant-dependent than their senior colleagues, while the latter are more likely to function as referees and thus are better placed to plagiarize proposals.

There are also ‘acceptance circles’, in which groups of authors implicitly or explicitly agree to favorably review each other’s papers (and maybe harshly review outsiders), so publication is greatly facilitated by being a member of this circle. At first sight, this strategy would seem to be effective only when an editor accepts an author’s suggestions for reviewers (Ferguson et al., 2014; Haug, 2015) or indeed is a member of this ‘acceptance circle’. However, even without a reviewer suggestion system, if a ‘school’ of thought exists, its members can write, edit and review each other’s papers, creating a stream of publications far greater than if their papers were put through more wide-ranging peer review. This can be even more powerful if the school is able to seize control of a journal’s editorial board or establish their own journal.

In addition to misbehavior by referees, there are cases where authors rigged the review process. For example, Hyung-In Moon at South Korea’s Dong-A University managed to publish several articles in respected journals by falsifying the email addresses of referees he recommended to journal editors. Unaware editors sent their review requests to these false email addresses, which were duly completed by the author. Rigged peer review lies behind the retraction of more than 600 articles since 2012 (McCook, 2018). While Professor Moon may not have been accused of producing a fraudulent article and thus may not be in violation of the U.S. Federal misconduct definition, his rigging of peer review nevertheless certainly constitutes fraud in the eyes of colleagues. More insidiously, this is a form of misconduct that is virtually impossible to detect through peer review, given that the peer review process is itself hacked.

3.3 Stage 3: Publication and Post-Publication Exaggeration

---

7 We thank Mary Frank Fox for this term.

8 In the case of the journal Climate Research, for example, climate change skeptic Chris de Freitas became one of the editors, and began accepting papers from other climate skeptics, presumably by sending them to like-minded referees (see https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2010/feb/09/peer-review-block-scientific-papers - accessed 1 October 2018).
After the research is complete, the next step is publication and, unsurprisingly, there is ample room here for MMG, ranging from deciding on who should be an author to reporting the claims in the article. Let us examine these in greater detail.

3.3.1. Authorship

With the rise of team science, article authorship has become negotiated and uncertain. In an investigation of papers in top medical journals, Wislar et al. (2011) concluded that 8% were ghost-written while 21% had guest authors (see also Flanagan et al., 1998). Jabbehdari and Walsh (2017) find that, across all fields, about one-third of publications have at least one author who made only a specialized contribution (potentially a guest author), including about 6% of papers with an author whose only contribution was to provide financial support (e.g. the lab head). Such specialized contributions are unlikely to satisfy the authorship requirements specified by the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE). Guest authorship is sometimes the result of an explicit agreement among colleagues in order to pump up the publication list for each. For example Yoshihiro Sato and Jun Iwamoto allegedly agreed to put each other’s name on every paper they authored (Kupferschmidt, 2018). In addition, Jabbehdari and Walsh (2017) find that over half of papers had researchers who made a significant contribution to the study but were not included as authors (i.e. uncredited authors). Note that there is significant disagreement across and even within fields as to whether certain roles do or do not merit authorship (Wager, 2009).9

Hence, authorship problems include both adding undeserved authors and leaving off those who deserve authorship, both of which subvert the meaning of authorship and have implications for assigning credit and responsibility (Biagioli, 2003). For example, when a problem appears in a paper prompting discussion of potential misconduct, guest or specialist authors sometimes proclaim their innocence due to their limited participation. Thus, when Sato’s

9 For example, Jabbehdari and Walsh (2017) find significant variation by field in the rates of specialist (guest) and uncredited (ghost) authors and the roles that were included in each category.
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papers came under scrutiny, Iwamoto claimed he knew nothing about the content of the papers, or even that his name had been added to many of them (Kupferschmidt, 2018). There were similar denials by Baltimore in the Imanishi-Kari case, by Green in the case of LaCour’s fabrication, and by Schön’s collaborators (see Walsh et al., this issue, for details).

3.3.2. Plagiarism, self-plagiarism and text-recycling

Plagiarism is one of the oldest forms of academic misconduct. Indeed, from Merton’s discussion of priority disputes, one might almost view plagiarism as a victimless crime. From the societal point of view, one could even claim that plagiarism is beneficial in that it increases the circulation of scientific research. However, plagiarism looks very different from the point of view of the community of science. The results themselves are not necessarily suspect but rather the credit has been misappropriated, depriving the true author of the recognition s/he deserves while providing the plagiarist with undeserved benefits. These may include employment, promotion, grant funding or other benefits that result from having a longer-than-deserved list of publications. An example here is Hans Gottinger, who obtained several senior posts on the back of a long list of publications, many based on plagiarism (Martin et al. 2007; 2012). Unlike more ambiguous forms of misconduct, plagiarism may meet the legal definition of fraud. Plagiarized publications are used to produce a fraudulent CV, a form of misrepresentation that the plagiarist uses to gain an unlawful advantage over others.

In addition to copying the work of others, there is the rather different problem of self-plagiarism. Because one cannot steal from oneself, the term self-plagiarism is something of a misnomer but the practices it refers to are nevertheless problematic. In many cases, early parts of a manuscript (e.g., literature review, methodology) adopt a ‘boiler-plate’ approach before getting to the important part, the new findings. Some journals have taken a hard line on self-plagiarism.

---

10 Despite having been publicly exposed as a serial plagiarist over ten years ago, this individual continues to produce large numbers of publications – see https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Hans_Werner_Gottinger (accessed on 12 October 2018).
(perhaps driven by automated flagging from plagiarism-detection software). In many cases it may be difficult to thoroughly report a research study without re-using some text describing the methods or baseline findings of the study (as in the case of multiple papers from the same survey or suite of experiments). Likewise, it may not be easy to avoid a certain amount of boiler-plate text if publishing outside one’s normal disciplinary boundaries, addressing readers who need more background information. Yet while the line between acceptable text recycling and self-plagiarism may be blurred, the key issue is how original the contribution is.

In this SI, building from the controversy that surrounded the work of the noted Dutch economist Peter Nijkamp, who was accused of engaging in publication-recycling on an unprecedented scale, Serge Horbach and Willem Halffman examine text recycling in four research fields, finding it to be more common in economics and psychology than biochemistry and history. In addition, more productive authors are likelier to recycle text from previous publications. For this particular paper, we also publish a comment received from Jasper Lukkezen and a rejoinder by Horbach and Halffman. Essentially, Lukkezen argues that the ‘Nijkamp effect’ is not characteristic of Dutch economists as a whole, while Horbach and Halffman in their response reconfirm that recycling appears more common in economics, although it may have decreased after the Nijkamp controversy. Clearly, the problem of text recycling will continue – and continue to be hotly debated – as some academics pursue strategies to artificially inflate their publication totals, while others attempt to increase their efficiency in increasing publication counts. Here again, the issue often comes down to whether there is an intent to deceive the reader that what is being presented is original, when there are in fact one or more undeclared parallel papers making ‘overlapping contributions’ (Martin, 2013). Elsewhere in the SI, Hall and Martin examine the case of a serial self-plagiarist (Ulrich Lichtenthaler), who on the basis of just two studies (his PhD and his Habilitation) produced dozens of overlapping papers (many published in leading journals). This initially escaped the attention of reviewers and editors before the research community became aware of the problem and brought it to the attention of the journals involved. An extensive CV had meanwhile enabled this individual to
advance in just a few years from PhD student to full professor, a post he then lost when large numbers of his papers were retracted (see the online Appendix to Hall and Martin, this issue).

3.3.3. Spinning results

The issue of misrepresentation or ‘spinning’ research findings is also coming under increased scrutiny. Here, one can distinguish between misrepresenting what was done in the research prior to writing the paper (discussed above), and misrepresenting what the paper actually says when presenting it to academic or public audiences (e.g. media interviews, Congressional testimonies). This spinning may involve misreporting the methods or misinterpreting the results. Boutron and Ravaud (2018) find that articles receiving media attention on average receive 75% more citations. This suggests that attracting media attention can increase impact, but conversely may encourage authors to spin their results to attract more media attention. Brandon Stell and Boris Barbour, the co-founders of the prominent fraud-detection platform PubPeer, link this phenomenon to attempts to publish in particularly high JIF outlets such as *Nature*, journals where the criteria for acceptance require papers to present “revolutionary concepts” (Stell and Barbour, 2019). In the biomedical field, this may have particularly egregious effects, as people often act upon media reports – for instance, in the stem cell field where scientist-created hype has led to a substantial market for unproven treatments administered by dubious clinics (Ryan et al. 2015).

4. Organizational Misconduct

The growing emphasis on auditing and metrics to improve research performance may paradoxically encourage potentially detrimental gaming efforts (Oravec, 2017). The spread of the New Public Management to universities (Martin, 2016b) has brought about changes in the governance of universities (especially in Europe) to emphasize performance and visible metrics (Whitley, 2007). Increasingly, university or department funding is closely linked to performance evaluations, pressuring universities to improve their rankings in what is often a zero-sum game
(especially when New Public Management is coupled with austerity measures). In the U.S., scoring highly on private ranking systems, especially for faculties such as management schools that are heavily dependent on enrollments for their budgets, can encourage gaming or even outright fraud. Research on organizational behavior shows that incentive systems designed to improve performance do tend to increase misconduct (Hall and Martin, this issue). While one can probably do better in designing such systems, misconduct may be an unfortunate but inevitable consequence of performance-based incentive systems (Larkin and Pierce, 2015).

As impact factors, performance indicators and ranking systems have increasingly come to determine rewards, so the pressures to engage in gaming have escalated (Martin, 2016; Hall and Martin, this issue, Biagioli and Lippman, 2019). Because publications, especially those in high profile journals, are ever more important for departments and universities concerned with rankings, organizations have begun engaging in various practices, ranging from more to less legitimate, in order to improve their visibility and their ranking. Universities and even governments have started paying authors direct cash awards for articles published, and these can be substantial. In China for a publication in *Science* or *Nature*, awards of up to $165,000 have been reported (Quan et al., 2017), although China is certainly not alone in adopting this practice (Franzoni et al., 2011; Abritis et al., 2017).

In this Special Issue, Marco Seeber, Mattia Cattaneo, Michele Meoli and Paolo Malighetti find that the introduction in Italy of a regulation linking career advancement to the number of citations received led to a significant increase in self-citations among scientists able to benefit most from the increase. They conclude that, while “metrics are introduced to spur virtuous behaviors, when not properly designed they favor the usage of questionable practices.” Similarly, Franzoni et al. (2011) found that these direct rewards are often associated with ritualistic submission, flooding journals with low-quality submissions in the hope of getting lucky (i.e. a ‘lottery-ticket’ publication strategy). This behavior increases the burdens on reviewers and editors without necessarily benefitting either the scientists or the research system.
For organizations, fierce competition is resulting in some trying to game metrics-based regimes of academic evaluation. This pressure to game the system seems to have grown with demands for proof of impact stemming from the proliferation of research assessment exercises (Fang et al. 2012; Martin, 2013). With the new impact metrics, are we perhaps witnessing a shift from ‘publish or perish’ to ‘impact or perish’ (Biagioli, 2016)? Do new evaluation metrics create new incentives for misconduct? And can we still draw a reasonably clear line between gaming the metrics and engaging in misconduct? Traditional discourses and misconduct policies have been rooted in a dichotomy between truth and falsehood, right and wrong, honest mistake and fabrication. However, new metrics-driven misconduct or misrepresentation seems to be defined by the extent of the gaming involved – gaming that is conducted not just by individual scientists but also by research groups, journals and academic organizations (Biagioli and Lippman, 2019).

The important point to note here is that the metrics may be re-aligning the incentives of universities and their staff to encourage such gaming (Berggren and Karabag, this issue).

Various ranking systems of universities have also increased the pressure on organizations to game the system. One way to improve an organization’s ranking is to increase pressure on researchers to modify their behavior in ways that can improve rankings. However, organizations have developed other ingenious strategies for bolstering their metric-based performance. One is to ‘rent vitas’, hiring productive scientists (often for just a short period and for a small fraction of their time) just before the evaluation to increase the institution’s perceived productivity and impact, a practice common in UK universities as a consequence of successive Research Assessment Exercises. While not technically misconduct, it suggests an attempt to ‘puff up’ the university’s performance. Other games involve modifying the university’s performance to specifically match the ranking criteria. One case involved Boston’s Northeastern University where a new president felt the university would benefit from a higher score on the U.S. News and World Report academic ranking system\(^\text{11}\), and embarked on changing university policies to

\[^{11}\text{The U.S. News ranking system is a private effort and entirely voluntary, and thus quite different from}\]
achieve that goal (Kutner, 2014). This involved reverse-engineering the ranking system, then setting about improving the university’s score on all the measures that were amenable to action (such as encouraging more applicants so that they could be rejected, thereby making the university appear more exclusive). While these initiatives were not illegal, they were part of a comprehensive effort to game the metrics. In other cases, the belief in the need to game the system can lead to blatant dishonesty, as in 2013 when Tulane University Business School submitted false information to the *U.S. News and World Report* in order to receive a higher ranking (Ellis, 2013). Similarly, University of Missouri, Kansas City was found to have provided falsified data (e.g. on enrolment figures, student clubs, and student start-ups) in submissions to the Princeton Review Board to inflate the ranking of its Bloch School of Management (see the online Appendix to Hall and Martin, this issue).

Organizational gaming of ranking is not confined to developed nations. To boost its global research ranking, the Saudi Arabian King Abdul-Aziz University hired highly cited international professors as faculty members with very limited duties (two weeks or less per year), but handsome compensation for this limited involvement. As a result, the University was able to dramatically improve its position in the global rankings (Bhattacharjee, 2011), ranking #7 for mathematics, apparently ahead of MIT and the University of Cambridge (Pachter, 2014). In another case, the Dean of the School of Engineering at the University of Malaya instructed his faculty to cite at least three papers by their colleagues, thereby boosting the School’s citation profile (McCook, 2017). In China, university ranking systems are at play, in particular the widely used Shanghai Jiaotong University Academic Ranking of World Universities, which was initially funded by the Chinese government to provide ‘objective’ measures of its universities’ performance (Saisana et al., 2011). Goodhart’s Law, which postulates that any performance metric will attract gaming and rapidly lose its value as an indicator (Goodhart, 1984), suggests...
that with the increasing importance of such ranking systems for access to resources, we will experience ever more elaborate gaming schemes. The result is a Mertonian goal-displacement (Csizsar, 2019), shifting the goal of science from producing important and verifiable findings to producing high scores on metrics. Generating large numbers of publications (irrespective of whether these are mediocre or even fraudulent) and citations may come to dominate over producing truly novel but perhaps less immediately recognized work.

4.1. Coercive citation and other JIF gaming

Many journals and their editors also feel entrapped in a race to improve their metrics, in particular, the Journal Impact factor (JIF). While some of the measures to achieve this (e.g. publishing more review articles) might be considered legitimate, others involve more dubious activities, for example, insisting on a certain number of citations to the journal as a condition of acceptance for publication in that journal. Wilhite and Fong (2012) found that 20% of authors in social sciences had been asked to add irrelevant references, and of those, more than half complied. Because the JIF is calculated using a two-year time window, some artful editors have taken quiet advantage of this by publishing online version of articles but then delaying full publication (i.e. with a volume and page number) by one or even two years in order to very substantially inflate their two-year JIF (Tort et al., 2012; Martin, 2016). Similarly, a group of Brazilian scholars developed a scheme to cross-cite other Brazilian journals, thereby collectively raising their JIFs (Van Noorden, 2013), while a year later no less than six business journals had their JIFs suspended for engaging in the same practice of ‘citation stacking’ (Davis, 2014).

4.2 The Emergence of ‘Pseudo’ Journals and Conferences

Recently, a new group of organizational actors has emerged, namely firms established to mimic traditional journals and conferences but without the same level of content and oversight. This has been driven by the fact that over the decades, research journals and conferences have become an enormous industry fueled by academics with discretionary funds and under pressure to increase their visibility in order to improve their organizations’ rankings. Ten years ago, it was
estimated that the total system costs of conducting and communicating the research published in journals was £175 billion, comprising £116 billion for the costs of the research itself, £25 billion for publication, distribution and access to the articles, and £34 billion for reading them (Cambridge Economic Policy Associates, 2008, p.26). These figures are surely much higher today (Buranyi, 2017). The potential for profits in this vast enterprise has generated an industrial niche that produces what in its most egregious form might be termed ‘pseudo journals’.

4.2.1. Relationship between ‘Open Access’ and ‘Pseudo Journals’

The decreased costs of online publishing have allowed the creation of two relatively distinct genres of journals. The first, generally referred to as ‘open access’ journals, retain peer review and the editorial function, but no longer publish physical copies of the journal. Most importantly, they shift the cost of publication from the reader or subscribing library to the author (Shen and Bjork, 2015), typically charging more than $1,000 per article. These journals have disintermediated not only the traditional journals that were compensated through subscriptions (most often from libraries) but effectively also the library. More negatively, the low costs of online publishing have allowed the creation of another genre of what Beall (2012) has described as ‘predatory journals’, though we prefer the term ‘pseudo journals’.12 These differ from the legitimate open-access journals in that, while charging submitting authors for publication, they make little pretense at exercising peer review or editorial oversight, operating primarily as vehicles for generating income for the publisher. The result for the author, of course, is a ‘publication’. While denounced in the more established research organizations, some have argued that these journals may be particularly valuable to researchers from the global South who otherwise find it difficult to publish in top journals (Frandsen, 2017). Besides being review-light, these journals charge publishing fees that are a fraction of those demanded by their more

12 As is evident from the criticisms levelled at Beall’s list of ‘predatory journals’, there is no simple line delineating reputable journals from ‘predatory’ or ‘pseudo’ journals but rather a continuous spectrum. We use the term ‘pseudo journals’ to label the disreputable end of this spectrum, while recognizing that in between the two extremes lie a range of ‘questionable journals’. 
legitimate cousins, thus offering a publication venue for scientists whose universities can only provide them with marginal resources while still expecting them to publish in ‘international’ journals. Given the rise of metrics-based evaluations, such ‘publications’ may have some value for the author, at least if the metrics are not discerning about which publications count.

These low-quality journals often find potential authors through mass solicitation emails. Jeffrey Beall, a librarian at the University of Colorado, previously maintained a list of what he termed ‘predatory journals’, but in 2017 he discontinued the list following pressure from publishers on his employer (Basken, 2017). While criticized for the opacity of its classification criteria, Beall’s list nevertheless became remarkably influential by filling an information vacuum. Universities did not (and still do not) know how to quickly assess the legitimacy of all the outlets in which their faculty publish. Beall’s list provided a quick answer, though not necessarily a universally agreed one. Its demise was largely a consequence of its success, illustrating the simultaneous demand for a line to be drawn between legitimate and illegitimate publications, while struggling to make explicit the criteria for that demarcation.

Besides editorials and other opinion pieces about the spread of pseudo or other questionable journals, there have been various field experiments in which pseudo journals have been shown to be willing to commit egregious, almost comical, violations of scientific norms. For example, Bohannon (2013) reports submitting a bogus article to 304 open-access journals and receiving acceptances from over 50%. In another exercise, researchers concocted a professor, Anna O. Szust (Oszust is Polish for ‘fraud’), who was equipped with a bogus and highly unqualified CV. They offered her services to 360 journals, 120 with an official impact factor, 120 appearing in the Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ), and 120 on Beall’s list of predatory journals. While none of the journals with an impact factor considered the application, 40 of the pseudo journals and eight DOAJ journals duly appointed her to their editorial board (Pisanski et al., 2017). Moreover, the lack of an impact factor does not seem to
faze these journals, since they can now readily purchase an impact factor from fake JIF-certifying companies (Jalalian, 2015).

In this issue, Manuel Bagues, Mauro Sylos Labini, and Natalia Zinovyeva report a survey of Italian academicians who have published in journals appearing on Beall’s list of predatory journals (some of these have since managed to become included in citation indexes such as Scopus and are therefore perhaps better characterized as ‘questionable journals’). They find that these journals are often viewed positively by evaluation committee members who lack research expertise in the particular area, indicating that there are often critical information asymmetries in personnel evaluations. This creates an environment in which there is may be significant rewards for publishing in questionable or even pseudo journals.

Along with pseudo journals, another phenomenon gaining attention is the pseudo conference (Cress, 2017; Sorooshian, 2017). These are evidently proliferating to judge from the number of invitations appearing in academic inboxes, reflecting the ease of purchasing email lists of academicians and then soliciting their attendance. A recent exposé by Korean and German news organizations examined these conferences in detail. The journalists showed that a bogus paper generated, in one second, by the automated paper-generator SCIgen was accepted, and then presented, at a World Academy of Science, Engineering and Technology (WASET) organized conference in Venice.13 At that conference, there were numerous other presenters, giving more or less serious papers on a hodgepodge of topics. The Korean journalists presented their paper with a straight face, and no one seemed any the wiser. The German journalists submitted a nonsense paper to another WASET conference, and even won a ‘best-presenter’ award for their efforts! Many of the presenters were students or post-docs, young scholars who admitted to a need to demonstrate their productivity and ability to present at international conferences. Other presenters noted the need to spend down their fiscal year budgets through

attending a conference. In addition, for some, publishing in WASET journals counted as a scientific accomplishment in their annual evaluations. Moreover, WASET is by no means the only such organization.

In short, we are observing very low quality or even fake research being presented at pseudo conferences and published in pseudo journals. Yet given the poor attendance and limited feedback on presentations at many ‘legitimate’ conferences, WASET and other similar organizations might be seen as trying to tap into some of the legitimacy of these conferences, making it more difficult to clearly draw the line between pseudo and legitimate avenues for disseminating scientific findings (Negro et al., 2014). While one might denounce such conference organizers as fraudsters taking advantage of naïve scholars, it might be more reasonable to view them as fulfilling a market niche for satisfying an increasingly misplaced goal of demonstrating one’s productivity, engaging in an elaborate performance enacting a mere simulacrum of science (Baudrillard, 1988). Lastly, while it is difficult to resist the comic effect of exposing the desperately low standards of these conferences and journals by submitting computer-generated spoof articles to them, it should be noted that numerous bogus articles produced by the SCIgen software – more than 120 according to one report – have been accepted and published by top publishers like Springer and the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) (Van Noorden, 2014).

In summary, there is a great variety of questionable practices occurring in the publication process, some affecting the research results themselves (dishonest conformity, unethical reviewing), others seemingly designed primarily to provide venues for those who are largely excluded from more reputable outlets. And while it may be convenient to cast pseudo journals as the main culprits, the problems are much more widespread and insidious, affecting the top journals as well as lower-tier ones. There is also no evidence that research based on detrimental research practices is especially targeted by more dubious outlets, but because there is no serious review process, the amount of flawed research published in these journals is likely to be far
higher. Hence, it might be better to think of these as parallel developments that are helping to undermine the credibility of the research enterprise globally.

5. Environmental Context for Misconduct

Over its long history, the nature and types MMG have evolved, reflecting changing incentives, assessment regimes and technologies. In this section, we examine certain contextual issues that may affect rates of misconduct of various forms, including scientific competition and the impingement of increased economic interest in the outcomes of university research (see Tourish and Craig, 2018; Hall and Martin, this issue).

5.1. Scientific competition: Do ‘Hot’ Fields Attract More Outright Fraud?

A longstanding concern in the study of misconduct is that it is driven by the pressures of scientific competition (Merton, 1973). While Merton and Zuckerman (1971) argued that competition came paired with aggressive review and criticism, thus providing science with a strong self-correcting mechanism, unfortunately this has often proved not to be the case. Peer review is supposed to render science self-policing, but there is evidence that external forces such as strong public interest or government pressure may encourage more unethical scientific behavior. A case in point has been the enormous public interest in stem cells and regenerative medicine that led to large increases in funding and new programs intended to accelerate the introduction of cures (Kenney and Patton, 2018). Technological hype has often coalesced with national scientific pride, with countries investing in stem cell research as a way to bolster the international visibility of their science. In a number of cases, this has led to fraud. For instance, the 2006 Science article by Seoul National University researcher, Hwang Woo Suk, who claimed to have created human embryonic stem cells by cloning, was later exposed as fraudulent, destroying his career (Kakuk, 2009). Not only were several experiments not reproducible, but Hwang had also apparently obtained human oocytes without proper authorization. In another case, in 2014 Haruko Obokata, then of the Japanese RIKEN research institute, published two
papers in *Nature* claiming her team had developed a way to convert any mammalian adult cell into a stem cell. Although these were relatively quickly debunked and Obokata was dismissed, episodes like this raise the question of whether ‘hot’ scientific fields are more attractive for fraud, or whether such stories simply attract more media attention (Lancaster, 2016).

In this special issue, Christian Berggren and Filiz Karabag describe how the Swedish Karolinska Institute hired a famous surgeon, Paolo Macchiarini, to enhance its standing. The Institute subsequently found it difficult to investigate Macchiarini, who was revealed to be transplanting unsanctioned and ultimately harmful artificial tracheas into his patients (see also Karabag and Berggren, 2016). Various actors tried unsuccessfully to expose the fraud before a Swedish TV documentary ultimately succeeded. The case illustrates the problem of fragmented control in the academic arena and how the boundaries between the academic world and wider society may shift during the actions related to MMG. It also shows that sometime the identification and exposure of misconduct does not come from academic organizations or governmental agencies but from elsewhere – in this case a documentary-maker.

5.2. Economic Interests and MMG

Some academic research has always had economic value, whether this be conducting clinical trials for the drug industry or creating software that can be commercialized. Increasing pressure from granting agencies and the emphasis many universities place on undertaking commercially valuable research have created incentives for re-orienting one’s research agenda, and for ‘spinning’ research results in ways favorable to the research sponsor’s interest (Sismondo, 2008) or to firms in which the professor has an economic interest (Slaughter et al., 2004). A meta-analysis of biomedical research studies found that industry-funded studies are more likely to find positive results (Bekelman et al., 2003). Industry-funded research is also more likely to engage in selective reporting (Salandra, 2018) and to make data unavailable for public review. None of this requires falsifying data, but merely taking advantage of the
‘researcher degrees of freedom’ to make design decisions likely to produce the desired result – what Biddle (2018) terms high ‘epistemic risk’.

Biomedical ghostwriting (Sismondo, 2009) could be put into this category. This involves academics who agree to be listed as authors on articles designed, paid for, and contracted to writing companies by pharmaceutical firms. This practice may appeal to some academics because of the generous honoraria offered to such ‘authors’, but may also be driven by a desire to appear more productive, since this can lead to more publications, citations and grants, a higher salary, and increased visibility (Sismondo, 2019). Hence, this behavior may reflect both the economic incentives of the study’s sponsors and the metrics-based incentives to academics. While such behavior does not necessarily change a study’s results, it presumably does enhance the impact of the study by associating it with more prestigious authors. Furthermore, even when there is no academic misconduct involved, even the perception of dubious conduct may be detrimental, particularly as the debate about the products of science becomes more politicized.

6. Detection, Enforcement, and Remedies

6.1. Detection and enforcement

While there have been studies suggesting that the academic community is relatively quick to recover once academic fraud has been exposed (e.g. Furman et al., 2012), the costs in terms of editorial and administrative time are often overlooked. In one case involving fraudulent biomedical publications, the total cost of the investigation was over half a million dollars (Michalek et al., 2010). The traditional forms of detection and enforcement for misconduct depend mostly upon the efforts of the scholarly community in the form, primarily, of editors and reviewers. Unfortunately, the rapid growth of the academic community, both in numbers and geographical scope, has almost certainly decreased the influence of community pressures mitigating wrongdoing and diluted agreement overt behavioral norms (Honig et al., 2014). At the same time, increasing specialization within fields suggests that editors may no longer be as
intimately acquainted with their burgeoning field and hence less well equipped to ensure that appropriate referees are chosen.

The damage caused by misconduct is difficult to judge, partly because of the variety of the constituencies affected, and the network effects of the damage. In a study of retractions, Furman et al. (2012) finds that retracted papers fairly quickly lose their citations. Salandra et al. (2018) show that papers labelled as being suspected of biased reporting also lose some of their expected citations. Hence, from an internalist perspective the damage to ongoing science may not be that severe, unless the retracted publications involved medical and therapeutic claims that have been adopted prior to the retraction. This can often happen as readers who downloaded an article prior to retraction may never hear that it was subsequently retracted. Yet while the damage to science as a body of knowledge may be limited, it is virtually impossible to assess the damage that fraudulent publications inflict on those honest scientists who failed to secure the jobs, promotions, or grants that instead went to dishonest scientists who looked good because of their fraudulently inflated vitae.

For the scientist forced to make the retraction, there is also a significant citation penalty with regards to their non-retracted articles, as these are subsequently less cited (Lu et al., 2013). The scale of the impact upon researchers whose misconduct or misrepresentation is discovered obviously varies as does the severity of sanctions, which can include a multi-year ban from government funding that may slow a scientist’s career, especially in the case of junior researchers, and in some cases, result in the loss of employment. However, for much system-gaming behavior such as excessive self-citation or even more dubious actions such as agreeing to be a guest author, there are few if any sanctions unless there are also questions regarding the research itself (Teixeira da Silva and Dobranski, 2015). Of course, if it does prove necessary to retract an article, then this has a negative impact on the author’s prior and future work (Lu et al.,
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14 Although there is a significant drop in citations to retracted papers, generally the drop is not to zero (Pfeifer and Snodgrass, 1990).
2013, Azoulay et al., 2015; 2017). In this Special Issue, Katrin Hussinger and Maikel Pellens show that the punishment extends beyond the authors, with co-authors on non-retracted articles also suffering an 8 to 9% citation penalty after the retraction. They explain this as “stigmatization by association”, which may then evolve into a type of “shunning” behavior. They also suggest that this creates an indirect cost in the form of mistrust, perhaps discouraging whistleblowers from raising concerns in public – a result that resonates with the literature on the costs that whistleblowers face (Alford, 2002). The broader impacts of research malfeasance have begun to receive some attention (Hall and Martin, this issue), but more research is needed.

With misconduct and misrepresentation apparently on the increase, much attention has focused on how these might be curtailed. Governments have established offices such as the U.S. National Institutes of Health Office of Research Integrity tasked with investigating research malpractice. However, a 2008 survey of research malpractice concluded it was dramatically under-reported (Titus et al., 2008) – perhaps not surprising given that those reporting research malpractice may suffer not only condemnation from fellow researchers, but are also likely to have to invest significant time and resources in any investigation. Furthermore, in the U.S., they run the risk of being sued for libel or defamation by the individuals whose wrong-doing they expose (Edwards and Roy, 2017). Programs to reward those exposing scientific fraud, such as the US False Claims Act (which allows whistleblowers to recover a significant share of the funds recovered by the government), may create incentives to take on these burdens, although we do not yet have reliable evidence whether such incentives work with academic misconduct. However, they could also lead to unfounded attacks, especially on research critical of particular interests such as pharmaceutical or fossil-fuel firms.

More recently, concern about academic misconduct has attracted not only scholarly research but also the attention of self-appointed watchdogs. The widely followed Retraction Watch, often used as a source by academic misconduct researchers, was established by Ivan Oransky and Adam Marcus, two science writers (Guaspare and Didier, 2018). Retraction Watch
is not affiliated with any government agency or academic organization, but is supported by philanthropic organizations like the Arnold Foundation, and by the donations from users. Similarly, Macchiarini’s fraud was publicly exposed by a documentary filmmaker not a government agency (Berggren and Karabag, this volume), while the most influential critic of pseudo journals was Jeffrey Beall, a university-employed librarian. External non-governmental organizations and individuals have thus become part of an academic fraud detection ‘ecosystem’.

Prominent within this new environment is PubPeer, a public website that started out as an ‘online journal club’ but has quickly become the premier fraud-detection website based on a crowd-sourcing model (Guaspare and Didier, 2018). Participants post their anonymous concerns about a given publication, inviting both the authors and other readers to further clarify and analyze the questions. Unlike the Office of Research Integrity where just a few experts investigate misconduct claims, the PubPeer model can potentially draw upon the expertise of hundreds of volunteer specialists. (The analogies with the open-source software model are obvious). And while PubPeer has no legal authority over the scientists whose work it analyzes, its discussions and findings have the ability to go viral, creating a level of global publicity that universities and government agencies cannot ignore.

The PubPeer model helps to overcome key hurdles. The difficulty in responding to research malpractice is that investigation is, almost invariably, far more expensive than committing the fraud. The fraud must be proved following a quasi-legal process, and that proof generally requires establishing intent – a hurdle that involves reconstructing the sequence by which the fraud was committed. Unfortunately, those most familiar with the data, decisions, and techniques may have little interest in cooperating and committing time, given this will do little to further their career. That does not apply, however, to the many part-time volunteer analysts contributing their expertise to PubPeer. Conversely, recommendations such as those by Gall and Maniadis (this issue) to address research misconduct through greater scrutiny to raise the cost of questionable research practices may prove difficult to implement, since yet more resources and
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time would need to be devoted to investigating and punishing those involved.

In this Special Issue, Thomas Gall and Zacharias Maniadis create a stylized game-theoretic model of the research and publication process to explain scientific misconduct and how it might be detected and prevented (see also Lacetera and Zirulia, 2011). Gall and Maniadis begin by observing that there are differing levels of severity of research misconduct. Moreover, the types of fraud detected are not necessarily the most prevalent ones and may not even provide a reliable picture of the range of fraud being perpetrated. Their model suggests that the research enterprise will secure the greatest benefit by mandating research transparency to prevent the more widespread and milder forms of questionable research practices. They argue further that the pressure to publish might even reduce misconduct by encouraging closer scrutiny, in line with what Merton and Zuckerman (1971) previously suggested.

One striking feature of the literature on scientific misconduct and attempts to combat it is the continuing dominance of an individualistic perspective on the problem, which is surprising given the team nature of much scientific research (see, for example, Funk, 2017). Walsh et al. (this issue) and Hall and Martin (also this issue) review the literature on misconduct in organizations, arguing that a more organizational-based understanding of pathologies in academic research may help in identifying potential solutions. This is reinforced by the findings of a recent study by Davis (2018), who found that systemic competitive pressures lay behind many of the most common forms of detrimental research practices. Consequently, “Discussion of research integrity that locates it solely in the behaviours of individuals, and makes no effort to incorporate or reflect on wider injustices in the system of science, runs the risk of being ignored by the very researchers it is directed at.” (ibid., p.17)

6.2. Remedies

While there are various voices raising concerns about MMG, there is little agreement on possible solutions. Much of the current focus is on specifying guidelines, improving the culture
and providing more extensive training in the hope that all this will lead to researchers behaving more ethically (Funk, 2017). Similarly, the problems associated with p-hacking and HARKing and other misuses of researcher degrees of freedom may lessen as new norms and practices regarding the uses of statistical testing and the need for independent testing of hypotheses derived from existing datasets begin becoming standard in graduate school training. Although these might be useful in reducing the variation in the norms noted above, one doubts whether it will be effective either for serious offenders such as Gottinger, Schön or Stapel, nor in addressing the ‘researcher degrees of freedom’ problem. Furthermore, even if norms of proper behavior and judgment may be stabilized within a discipline, interdisciplinary research will continue to bring together very different fields, thus creating a source of potentially ongoing confusion. Lastly, as many examples cited here show, misconduct is very much a moving target, spawning new practices in response to new detection processes as well as changing incentive systems such as metrics (Biagioli and Lippman 2019) and the availability of new tools like Photoshop which facilitate fraudulent manipulations of visual evidence. Finding remedies for misconduct thus requires constant attention to, and research on, the new strains that keep evolving.

Some observers such as Nosek et al. (2015) argue that the current incentive system in science may over-emphasize innovation to the detriment of verification. In the case of collaborative research, Chubin (1985) and Walsh et al. (this issue) argue for applying lessons from high-reliability systems (such as those for airplanes or nuclear plants) by incorporating more overlapping duties and quality checks into the system, even in the lab, before publication. Regarding the responsibilities of co-authors, the committee investigating the Schön case argued that co-authors have a clear responsibility for ensuring that papers with their names attached are based on sound results (Beasley et al., 2002), in line with the ICMJE definition of authorship.

15 A ‘Red Queen’ evolutionary effect (Van Velen, 1973) is at work here, with improved efforts to detect and police misconduct then encouraging devious researchers and organizations to find new ways of beating the system.
This has led Nosek et al. (2015) to propose what they call the Transparency and Openness Promotion (TOP) guidelines. These include: (1) standards for citations to data, code, and materials; (2) standards for data sharing; (3) code sharing; (4) research materials sharing; (5) design and analysis transparency; (6) preregistration of studies; (7) preregistration of analysis plans; and (8) encouraging replications. These standards can be adopted by journals in order to encourage reporting of studies in ways that increase the transparency and reliability of findings. Similarly, Bergh et al. (2017) emphasize the importance of reproducibility as a first check on the validity of scientific claims. In addition, a recent editorial in the Strategic Management Journal suggests that, in order to improve the evaluation of scientific findings and the cumulativeness of science, we should move away from authors, reviewers and editors fetishizing alpha cutoffs – such that .049 is ‘valuable’ and .051 is ‘worthless’– emphasizing instead the difference in importance attached to findings (Bettis et al., 2015). The expectation is that by reporting exact p values rather than asterisks or p-value cutoffs, misrepresentation will be discouraged and research findings will be more nuanced.

Similarly, Simmons et al. (2011) suggest a set of reporting standards designed not so much to eliminate researcher degrees of freedom as to increase the transparency of the research report. Their suggestions include: authors reporting their predetermined rules for terminating data collection; collecting sufficient cases to ensure minimum power to the tests; listing all variables collected in the study; reporting all experimental conditions, including failed manipulations; reporting statistical results if eliminated cases (e.g., outliers) are included; and reporting results with and without a covariate. They also suggest that reviewers should: ensure that authors follow these requirements, while at the same time being more tolerant of imperfections in the results; insist that authors show that results do not depend on specific design and analysis decisions; and if the justifications are not sufficient, require authors to conduct an exact replication. Again, the goal is to have journals adopt these practices in order to increase the transparency, and perhaps the robustness, of published research findings. At the same time, it is
critical that tougher reporting standards still allow space for serendipity in the research.

Some suggest addressing these problems by de-emphasizing broad performance metrics and focusing just on major contributions (Bedeian et al., 2010). As Simmons et al. (2011, p.1365) argue, “Our goal as scientists is not to publish as many articles as we can, but to discover and disseminate truth”. Brown’s emphasis on integrity in the face of methodological contingencies highlights the need to be thoughtful in exercising one’s degrees of freedom, and to incorporate shared values into the choices, as well as showing humility and contextual awareness in the research and reporting process (Brown, forthcoming). Bedeian et al. (2010) suggest basing hiring, promotion and other rewards on just a few key publications (a practice introduced decades ago at Harvard Medical School) to discourage the production of numerous trivial papers in lower-tier journals. This would also have the advantage of helping to unclog journals and reduce the burden on reviewers, and give scientists more time to thoroughly develop their key ideas, rather than racing to publish yet another paper before the next review. In addition, it would make it easier for evaluators to read the smaller number of papers submitted, rather than pushing them to rely on summary metrics because of the overwhelming volume of materials produced.16

China has recently proposed reforms aimed at increasing the penalties for misconduct and publicly shaming those who engage in such behavior. This includes blacklisting certain very low quality journals to prevent them from being included in researchers’ productivity statistics, and taking responsibility for enforcement away from universities and journals and centralizing it in the ministries (Cyranoski 2018). While some might view these measures as too draconian and unlikely to prove effective, such external policing of science may become more common if key actors conclude that self-monitoring has failed.

16 For example, at some U.S. universities, only the five best papers (as selected by the candidate) are included in a tenure and promotion evaluation packet, although the packet still generally includes the full vita.
7. Conclusions and Areas for Future Research

Concern about academic misconduct has been increasing within the academic community and elsewhere. In preparing the Special Issue and this Introduction, we were struck by the breadth of worries about MMG, with review articles, anecdotes, and expressions of concern in a wide variety of disciplines. Yet there are far fewer research studies exploring MMG. Moreover, many of the most highly cited articles were written not by social scientists but by scientists in different fields motivated by unease regarding the state of the scientific community.

The stakes involved in MMG may well vary appreciably by field. For example, in literature studies the harm beyond that to the academic enterprise itself may be minimal. However, in fields such as biomedical sciences, real physical harm has been done either directly, as in the Macchiarini case discussed by Berggren and Karabag (this issue), or indirectly as when pharmaceutical firms ghost-write articles advocating approval for a particular drug. Other less immediately identifiable harms have come from extensive oil-firm funding of climate denial ‘research’ (Lewandowski et al., 2015) or suspect research on pesticides and herbicides.

This introduction and the article by Martin and Hall in this issue show that MMG now extends far beyond that by an individual bad actor or research team to include journal editors, publishers, and even academic administrators. Journal editors have been accused of pressuring authors to cite their journal even when the citations may not be relevant. While not discussed in this overview, recently some have attacked journal publishers for excessive charges and even the creation of their own ‘low-barrier’ journals in an effort to compete with other ‘mega journals’.17 Finally, universities worldwide increasingly see themselves locked into competition with each other, with the ‘currency’ being global rankings and impact factors (Kehm, 2019). This is strengthening the pressure on researchers to publish in top-tier journals by any means necessary – or, if that proves impossible, at least to publish more papers, even if that involves more

17 Many of these journals cover the entire range of science rather than just one field.
questionable journals – simply to demonstrate to administrators, funding authorities and others that they are ‘productive’. In the U.S., such pressures are having a pernicious impact on the entire academic system (Breznitz and Kenney, 2018), while in other countries researchers lacking the resources to compete at higher levels may have little option but to resort to pseudo journals and conferences.

We would be remiss not to revisit the impact of technology, especially digitalization and computers, on MMG. Contemporary natural sciences rely heavily on visual evidence, but the advent of software that can alter images makes forgery easier and quicker (Biagioli, 2019). The impacts of digital technologies on scientific work are only beginning to receive attention, so not surprisingly far less is known about how these may increase the rate of fraud. In the social sciences, the presence of powerful, simple-to-use software has allowed social scientists to data-mine and to hypothesize after the fact (Kerr, 1998) in order to develop ‘theories’ that seemingly fit the data better. Pseudo journals and conferences would not be nearly as successful without the ability to create websites and publish online at a fraction of the cost of printing a journal issue or of mailing conference materials to potential participants.

For the Research Policy community, MMG and its impacts on the scientific enterprise would seem worthy of increased research, including the development of more sophisticated measurement and analysis. Pseudo journals and conferences deserve greater attention and even-handed assessments of whether they contribute to the overall expansion of scientific research in nations with poorer or emerging research systems. Have research assessment exercises and the increasing emphasis on metrics and ranking systems contributed to a deterioration in research? Can we study instances regarding organizational MMG, whether by universities, editors, or publishers, to understand and correct for their attempts to game the system? Better understanding of how outside interests and excessive hype affects behavior in research fields such as climate change and biotechnology would be of particular interest to Research Policy readers.

Across the natural, biological and social sciences, acknowledgement of the difficulty of
reproducing research results in published articles is now widespread (Baker, 2016). Given the current incentive structure not only for potential miscreants, but also for the scientific community that would like to enforce standards, the ability to discipline deviants is constrained by the considerable costs imposed on those charged with maintaining standards, although assistance from volunteers like those contributing to PubPeer may help to spread the load. Discipline is further constrained by the fuzzy boundaries regarding what behaviors are within acceptable bounds and which are clearly over the line (Hall and Martin, this issue). Yet, while there may be a lack of clarity on the boundary regions, this cannot explain the considerable rise in egregious violations of research norms, some of which border on the criminal.

For the scientific community, there is at least some good news. According to a Pew survey, the U.S. public’s trust in science, although quite “soft”, is still relatively high (Funk, 2017), and that is likely to be true in most countries. This places the scientific community in a difficult position, since greater efforts to expose and discipline research malefactors could lead to publicity that erodes public trust. Conversely, a lack of action could result in embarrassing scandals exposed in the media (as in the Korean-German exposé of pseudo conferences discussed above). A public debate within the scientific community is now vital or the enterprise runs the risk of external supervision being imposed that could erode the relative independence of the community. Funding for science could also suffer. It is therefore incumbent on the scientific community to set about reducing the incidence of MMG, clearly demonstrating that we are capable of successfully policing ourselves.
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